The **Dunedin Fine Art Center** is seeking a **Communications Director** with incredible multi-channel storytelling abilities to help shape the tale of this **award-winning visual arts center**. The successful candidate should be able to produce eye-catching print pieces, engaging social-media content, long and short-form video, arresting photography, and well-written copy, all with consistent brand awareness, to further the goals of the organization. Join an incredible team in ensuring that DFAC provides the best art experiences available. Bachelor’s degree in communications, marketing or a related field, 5-plus years of communications, marketing, or related experience. Fluent in Adobe Creative & Microsoft Office Suites. **Send Cover Letter, Resume, and Salary Requirements to:** [Jobs@dfac.org](mailto:Jobs@dfac.org)

**Additional information is available at:** [JOBS at DFAC - Dunedin Fine Art Center](https://dfac.org/jobs/)
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